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STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF La~_~Sr~Ni04_~ 
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Laz-~Sr~Ni04_6 solid solution is isostructural to the superconducting family La.z_~Sv~Cu04_~. In this 
work we present recent structural  and electronic studies for the La2_zSr~Ni04_e,  (0 <_ X < 1.2) se- 
ries. Our  results show thaL the electrical resistivity varies with the Sr content,  exhibiting a maximum 
at z. = 0.30, which is on the boundary of the maximum value of the extreme elongation of l, he c lattice 
parameter  (x = 0.45). We correlated this variation of the c parameter with the change of the electrical 
properties in terms of a 3ahn-Teller distortion. 

1 Introduction 

The K2Nil"4 structures [,a-Ni-O and La-(',u-O are 

systems with stoichiometry sensitive properties. ]{ecent ]y. 

with the discow'ry of the superc(mducl ing Cul)rates. lheir 

properties have been studied and COml)are(I. It is worth 

mentioning lhal. the existing similarities between I )o lh  

cornpounds, reduce lo investigate if the superconduct- 

ing behavior can also be found or not in these nickel 

compounds.  La2_xSr~,'Vi04_~ solid solution gives 1,s the 

excclh, n l, opi,orturtity to investigate and compare hia, It 

of the physical properlies lhat occur |)el.weel| this coln- 

pound and the same family of the correspond;ng cuprates. 

The compound LazzYi04, is formed by inlergrowth of 

rock salt La - 0 slructure and the cubic perovsldle unit 

LaNi03 .  This compound has been under invtst.igalio1| 

for ~iw last 2|3 years:. Tim elect tonic and magnet ic prop- 

erties are s! rongly inlluenced by the lwo-dimensional ar- 

rangement of Ni - O.z planes, as occur in all the n|em- 

bers of the l£e:\ri['il family. One of the central problems 

of this nickel based compound seems to be directed to 

explain the complex mechanism involwxl it| lhe me, M-  

semiconductor t.:'ansilion, whM| |nay be associated 1o a 

,lahn-Teller distort ion. 

? Experi::mntal 

The I.w~..5;r~.,VtOa_, solid solution was prepared by 

pyroli~.is of ~lw Col)recipilaled metallic oxala.tes. LaeOa. 

. \JO and .,4r( "()~ were used to prepare the corresponding 

11i! l ' , : l t(".  [ 11~' o?,:alal¢',¢ were oblained from a st oichiomet- 

tic mix+urp ~,f titrated metallic nitrates. 

Ih,- t~li:.:lur*' wa< fir-,t in air at '}l)0 o(. fiJr al,ml 12 h. 

ln lhe final sl ep. pellets were fi)rmed anti fired at 1.350 °(7 

h)r a period of IS h. and then quenched to room tempera- 

ture. The samples showed coloration ranking from black 

to black-redish, depending on the Sr content.  Two st:Is of 

samples were prepared, one annealed in air. and lhe other 

one in oxygen atmosphere, both for about 15 h. at ~,00 

"( ' .  X-ray diffractograms ~howed pure phases, h is im- 

p,;rtant to note that our samph's ~,how long lerm stability. 

m[ ' i t ' r  (Ill(" I i l ( l l l i l l .  iht.y.t. :',dllq,ll¢.'" -how i-eprc,,~iici},Ic clc;'- 

l:ic ;rod structural prop,rli, '.- . \ ; ( I l I )  ;:I~,! "h,',,':'.'~.e:: 

content were determined by iudomctric t itratiun, hi ,ii 

the .samph.s discussed here the oxygen non-stoichiome" r', 

t i ~; ('lOSt" to  :zero. l.lectri,:a] :-e~istivitv mea-vr,'zv~.":, 

were made using ihe ..~an,tard f, vir point ",,c}:mc:~:,. 
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Figure 1: Ni(Ill) fraction of the total nickel as a function 
of Sr content. Squares (triangles) represent o~'gen (air) 
annealed samples. 

3 Results and Discussion 

The samples showed tetragonal symmetry for the en- 

tire range of Sr content. No evidenc~ of 5a x 5a tetrago- 

nal supercell reflections were observed 2. The behavior of 

a and e parameters is in agreement with earlier studies 3'4. 

It is worth note that this behavior is not monotonic in x 

and is in opposition to the Vegard's rule. Similar observa- 

tions were found for the oxygen and air annealed samples. 

Figure 1 shows the fraction of the nickel in the 3 + state 

with respect to the total nickel in La2-xSrxNi04-6,  as 

a function of Sr content. It seems that  the formal 3 + 

charge state of Ni is stabilized. In figure 2 we show the 

values of the resistance at 200 K (normalized to the value 

at 250 K) as a function of the Sr content. It is clear that 

a maximum is present at x ~ 0.30. This property shows 

the same trend as the e / a  tetragonal ratio. 

Recent Mfssbauer spectroscopy results s, in addition 

to our observations, point to a cooperative Jahn-Teller 

tetragonal distortion mechanism present in the z < 0.5 

range. A clear transition from the low (t2~)C'(d~2) 1 (x < 

0.5) to the high (t2g)'~(%) 2 (x > 0.5) spin state of Ni 3+ 

supports this assertion. The electron in the d :  orbital 

(Ni  3+) is localized, while in the high spin configuration 

one electron is in d :  and the other is now in d:_~2 which 

is itinerant. This new electron configuration is responsi- 

ble of the change in the transport  properties as we showed 

in figure 2. We conclude that  the main electronic and 

structural properties of these materials are dominated 

by the presence of N i ( l l l ) .  
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Fi~;ure 2: Resistance at 200 K normalized at 250 K as a 
function of l hc Sr content. Squares (triangles) represent 
oxygen (air) annealed samples. Note the maxinmrn value 
of resistance at .r ~ 0.3 and the monotonic decrease as 
tile Sr content increases. 


